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Competitor Analysis: Social Networking Features Integrated into Streaming Service Apps. 

Background 

During this time of uncertainty and loneliness due to COVID-19, our goal was to create an app 

that will help ease the social isolation/distancing burdens thrown upon us. We set out to find 

similar applications that provide their audience with the ability to stream movies together 

concurrently while also providing a community aspect with a chatbox, video chat, and screen 

sharing. During this search, we found seven apps varying in popularity that offers at least one of 

these features. Our comparison revealed that out of these seven apps, mostly limited to one or 

two streaming websites. Some of the apps featured ridiculous in-app purchases, lack of 

transparency in security measures (unnecessary information needed to sign-up, the safety of 

personal data, and invasion of privacy during private watch parties). We hope to develop an app 

for tablets but also available on mobile that alleviates all of these customer pain points. 

● Main Takeaways: 

○ There is a lot of competition in the live streaming niche, as there’s an increase in 

newer applications. 

○ The COVID-19 quarantine situation has created a saturation in the live stream 

market as more app developers are creating apps to alleviate social isolation. 



However, these new apps are popping up fast but are lacking the thought-out 

feature set and development that apps subjected to. 

○ Experiencing moments as a group or community stimulates a more exceptional 

experience. 

○ From the analysis, we found out that when there is a limit on how many are 

allowed in one streaming party, there tends to be a better viewing experience. 

○ For free access, they can have limited streaming services to connect.  

○ There's a common problem between these types of apps involving privacy 

invasion and worries of security issues. Therefore, we will make our app reliable 

and secure.  

○ After gathering information and experimenting on competitor apps, we plan to 

create a more effortless user flow that will help our audience seamlessly get from 

opening their app to streaming their chosen film.  

○ Considering that new users are not familiar with live stream apps, we need to 

focus on creating an app that is accessible and usable for audiences of all 

technological skillsets.  

○ After comparing all the other apps, we decided one of the key features that stood 

out was the possibility of allowing a video chat window while watching the film. 

We want to make sure that our app offers this feature as well. 

 



● Recommendations: At this moment, because our app is still in the developmental stage, 

we will take all the suggestions given to our competitors and use that advice to shape our 

app. 

● Next Steps: fine-tuning our app idea, coming up with a name for our app, creating a use 

case/flows, personas, wireframing, and prototyping our app design and looking into user 

research. 

● Feature set: 

○ Social media integration 

○ Security of personal information 

○ Scheduling of watch parties 

○ Push-notifications 

○ Sign up/login features 

○ The app will be available for screen mirroring/casting to TV 

○ Video and chat rooms 

○ Voice-text messaging for a more candid conversation.  

○ Profiles and the ability to customize 

○ Feedback for app 

○ Accessible in all systems, app stores (ex. Google play, Apple, etc.) and worldwide 

○ Watched history and who did they viewed it with. 

○ Minimalistic UI Design 

 

 



Summary 

Our analysis observed seven competitors. Our main takeaway was to provide a smooth 

user flow for all users, including the target audience for our tablet app: individuals aged 12 and 

up who are enthusiastic about collective interests for video entertainment. We will create an app 

that features: movie/tv show streaming with video chat, chatbox capabilities, casting/mirroring to 

TV, and more with a tiered subscription. Our next steps are to create a persona and a variety of 

scenarios involving our app. Overall, our objective is to provide a superior experience for general 

audiences.  

 

A link to spreadsheets: 

○ Spreadsheets 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ShIa6q0WMm7xevSJ9vdGX39ZTwLkI8GHvtpkQWMew04/edit?usp=sharing

